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the ‘677 patent describes information about a channel of the physical radio link between 

communicating device 10 and base station 12.  See, e.g.,  JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 3:63-

4:2 (“specific information about the physical radio link between a communicating device 

10 and at least one base station 12 is supplied from a bit transmission channel”); id. at 

4:3-7 (“channel-specific information to be supplied to the hierarchically higher Internet 

protocol based channel from a data link layer channel for ensuring the radio link between 

a communicating device 10 and at least one base station 12.”); and id. at 4:15-17 

(“parameter information in respect of the radio link between communicating device 10 

and base station can 12 be communicated to higher layers”).   

The prosecution history confirms that supplying channel-specific information 

requires transmitting information about a physical radio link between a communicating 

device and a base station.  During prosecution, the applicant distinguished its purported 

invention from a prior art reference, Lopponen, on the basis that Lopponen does not 

disclose exchanging information about the “physical channel conditions” to the transport 

layer, Layer 4.  See Applicant’s Response to Rejection 2007-10-26, at 8 (“Thus, any data 

exchanged on the overall link using the internet protocol is unaware of the physical 

channel conditions. There is no apparent change in this process disclosed, suggested, or 

even contemplated in the disclosure of Lopponen.”).  Complainant cannot now recapture 

an alternative specific meaning disclaimed during prosecution.   

During prosecution, applicant distinguished its purported invention from a 

combination of prior art references, Lopponen in view of U.S. Patent Application No. 

2005/0009528 (“Iwamura”).  In response to a rejection, applicant argued that “Iwamura, 

as in Lopponen, there is no disclosure, suggestion, nor even contemplation that such 
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channel-specific information present at the physical layer (modulation is effected at the 

physical layer) is supplied to an Internet protocol based layer. Even a combination of the 

two references do not suggest the supply of radio link channel related information to an 

Internet protocol based channel.”  See Resps. Claim Constr. Br. Ex. 23, June 30, 2008 

Applicant’s Response to Rejection at 9.19   

In sum, respondents’ construction requiring “supplying channel-specific 

information” to mean transmitting information about a physical radio link is confirmed 

by both the ‘677 patent specification and file history.   

 Complainant’s proposed construction of “channel-specific information” is derived 

from a single sentence in the specification stating that the supplied information “can 

basically encompass and contain all suitable information.”   JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 

4:13-14.  However, the term “all suitable information” is vague and the specification 

provides little guidance to one of skill in the art as to what would render any particular 

channel information suitable or not suitable.   

Complainant does not dispute that channel-specific information includes 

“information about the physical radio link,” as required by respondents’ proposed 

construction.  Rather, complainant’s primary argument is that respondents are seeking to 

read a limitation from the specification into the meaning of “channel-specific 

information.”  See Compl. Br. at 14-15.       

Yet, it is clear from the claim language that the ‘677 patent requires “supplying 

channel-specific information, at least from one channel for a radio link between one of 

 
19 The ‘677 patent prosecution history is also found in JX-0004 (‘677 Patent File 
History).   
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the communicating devices and at least one base station.”  JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at claim 

1.  Inasmuch as the claim language describes from where the channel-specific 

information derives (i.e., at least from one channel for a radio link), one can understand 

what channel-specific is, i.e., information about the physical radio link.  The prosecution 

history further confirms that supplying channel-specific information requires transmitting 

information about a physical radio link between a communicating device and a base 

station.  See Resps. Claim Constr. Br. Ex. 23, June 30, 2008 Applicant’s Response to 

Rejection at 9 (“Even a combination of the two references do not suggest the supply of 

radio link channel related information to an Internet protocol based channel.”); Resps. 

Claim Constr. Br. Ex. 18, October 26, 2007 Applicant’s Response to Rejection at 8 

(“Thus, any data exchanged on the overall link using the internet protocol is unaware of 

the physical channel conditions.”).  Complainant cannot now recapture an alternative 

specific meaning disclaimed during prosecution.  See Omega Eng’g, Inc. v. Raytek Corp., 

334 F.3d 1314, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Gillespie v. Dywidag Sys. Int’l, USA, 501 F.3d 

1285, 1291 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (“The patentee is held to what he declares during the 

prosecution of his patent.”).   

Complainant argues that respondents’ proposed construction of “channel-specific 

information” is improper because it excludes an embodiment that supposedly describes 

transmitting information about a layer 2 channel.  Compl. Br. at 24-25 (“channel-specific 

information to be supplied…from a data link layer channel”) (emphasis in original).  

This is not correct.  Every embodiment in the ‘677 patent specification discusses 

“channel-specific information” in the context of a physical radio link.   

The embodiment cited by complainant describes how the channel-specific 
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information is sent to the higher channel, not what that information comprises.  

Specifically, the embodiment refers to sending the “channel-specific information … to 

the hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel from a data link layer [layer 2] 

channel.”  See JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 4:3-12.  That the channel-specific information is 

supplied from a data link layer channel to the higher channel does not mean the 

information itself must be about the data link layer channel.  Indeed, the ‘677 patent 

explains that one can supply channel-specific information “via a data link layer channel” 

so as to “ensure the radio link between the at least one of the communicating devices and 

the at least one base station.”   JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at claim 3.  Thus, respondents’ 

proposed construction is consistent with the specification.   

Complainant argues that term “supplying” requires no additional construction.  

However, complainant does not dispute that the meaning of the term “supplying” is 

“transmitting.”  Id. at 15-16.  Nor does it dispute that transmitting is consistent with the 

specification of the ‘677 patent, which makes clear that channel-specific information is 

“transmitted to higher layers.”  See JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 3:63-4:2, 4:3-12; Compl. Br. 

at 15.  Claim 1 itself states that “channel-specific information [was] supplied from the 

channel for the radio link,” meaning it is transmitted over the radio link.   
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changed its position to adopt Respondents’ prior proposed construction, 
which had already been abandoned. Now, according to Q3, Layer 3 is not 
a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel, as that term is used 
in the ‘677 Patent. 

Resps. Br. at 56 n.16.   

As discussed below, the administrative law judge has determined that the claim 

term “hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link between 

the at least two communicating devices” should be construed to mean “ISO/OSI layer 3 

or above based channel for an overall link between the at least two communicating 

devices.”   

There is no dispute that this term would ordinarily include Layer 3, nor does 

complainant deny that Internet protocol based networking protocols in the OSI stack start 

at Layer 3.  Indeed, Dr. Lin confirmed that layer 3 is the network layer, and layer 4 is the 

transport layer during the hearing.  Lin Tr. 603-604.   

The ‘677 patent specification states that “the information to be forwarded to 

hierarchically higher channels or layers being primarily Layer 1 and/or Layer 2 

information as defined in the ISO/OSI model.”  See JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 3:30-32; 

3:63-4:2 (describing Layer 1 information being supplied to higher layers); 4:3-12 

(describing Layer 2 information being supplied to higher layers).  Therefore, a person of 

ordinary skill would understand that the hierarchically higher layers begin at Layer 3.   

This construction of the term “hierarchically higher Internet protocol based 

channel” is consistent with the OSI model, as illustrated in complainant’s own 

demonstratives.  On CDX-0001C-677.0044 reproduced below, the two layers that start at 

Layer 3 (“Network”) and Layer 4 (“Transport”) show the typical IP based protocol 
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The broader language of claim 1 recites: “initiating at least one of a changeover in 

respect of at least one multiple access medium and a handover based on the channel-

specific information supplied from the channel for the radio link to the hierarchically 

higher Internet protocol based channel for the overall link.”  In accordance with the 

parties’ agreed construction of “changeover” and “handover,” this step requires that at 

least one of a “change” and a “switch” is initiated based on the channel-specific 

information supplied from the channel for the radio link to the hierarchically higher 

Internet protocol based channel for the overall link.   

Indeed, each of the specification’s descriptions of the “initiating” step describes a 

clear and direct link between the channel-specific information and the occurrence of 

handover/changeover.  See JX-00014 (‘677 Patent) at 4:65-67 (“[O]n the basis of the 

transmitted information, the frequency, time slot and/or code used can be changed.”), 

5:29-31 (“If … a radio link is deteriorating, the mobile station can initiate an IP address 

change before the link breaks up completely.”), 5:35-37.   

Complainant’s proposed construction replaces the word “initiating” with a 

dictionary definition of “initiating” that lacks support in the intrinsic record.  One should 

not start with the extrinsic evidence and work backwards in construing a claim.  See 

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1321 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“The risk of systematic overbreadth is greatly 

reduced if the court instead focuses at the outset on how the patentee used the claim term 

in the claims, specification, and prosecution history, rather than starting with a broad 

definition and whittling it down).  The fact that the words “causing” and “facilitating” 

appear in a dictionary definition of “initiating” should not supersede the teachings of the 

intrinsic record, which never mention “causing, or facilitating, the beginning of” in 
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connection with the disclosed changeover or handover.  See Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1321-22 

(cautioning that “[d]ictionaries, by their nature, provide an expansive array of definitions 

… from the common to the obscure.  By design, general dictionaries collect the 

definitions of a term as used not only in a particular art field, but in many different 

settings … Thus, the use of the dictionary may extend patent protection beyond what 

should properly be afforded by the inventor’s patent.”).  Each of the specification’s 

descriptions of the “initiating” step describe a clear and direct link between the channel-

specific information and the actual changeover or handover.  See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘677 

Patent) at 4:65-67 (“[O]n the basis of the transmitted information, the frequency, time 

slot and/or code used can be changed.”), 5:29-31 (“If, for example, a radio link is 

deteriorating, the mobile station can initiate an IP address change before the link breaks 

up completely.”), 5:35-37 (similar).  Complainant’s proposed construction, particularly 

inclusion of the verb “facilitate,”21 would deny the claimed linkage between the channel-

specific information and the initiation of a changeover or handover to include unclaimed 

steps that simply precede the changeover or handover.   

Even if dictionary definitions were helpful in interpreting “initiating,” 

complainant’s dictionaries are inconsistent with the general meaning of the term as 

confirmed by various other dictionaries at the relevant time period.  See, e.g., Resps. 

Claim Constr. Br. Ex. 24, Collins English Dictionary (Fourth Edition 1998) at 792 

(initiate: “to begin or originate”); Resps. Claim Constr. Br. Ex. 25, Random House 

 
21 Complainant’s cited definition from the New Oxford American Dictionary does not 
include this verb.   
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Webster’s College Dictionary (2000) at 680 (initiate: “to begin, set going, or 

originate”).22   

B. Infringement Analysis of the ‘677 Patent 

As discussed above, complainant asserts method claims 1-6 of the ‘677 patent.   

Complainant argues that HPE, CommScope and NETGEAR accused products 

directly infringe the asserted method claims 1-6 of the ‘677 patent, and that HPE, 

CommScope and NETGEAR induce infringement.  See Compl. Br. at 32-100; Compl. 

Reply Br. at 2-6, 6-31.  Respondents disagree.  See Resps. Br. at 185-187, 187-231; 

Resps. Reply Br. 63-83.   

1. Accused Products 

Complainant argues:  

The HPE products that infringe the ‘677 Patent include HPE’s: 
AP-303, AP-303P, AP-304, AP-305, AP-314, AP-315, AP-320, AP-324, 
AP-325, AP-334, AP-335, AP-344, AP-345, AP-504, AP-505, AP-514, 
AP-515, AP-534, AP-535,AP-555, AP-318, AP-518, AP-203H, AP-303H, 
AP-505H, AP-365, AP-367, AP-374,AP-375, AP-377, AP-387, AP-565, 
AP-567, AP-574, AP-575, AP-577, AP-203R, AP-203RP, AP-303HR, 
and any substantially similar models; and the 7200 series (e.g., 7205, 
7210, 7220, 7280, 7240XM), 7000 series (e.g., 7005, 7008,7010, 7024, 
7030), and 9000 series (e.g., 9004 and 9000) and any substantially similar 
models. 

The CommScope products that infringe the ‘677 Patent include 
CommScope’s: C110; E510; H320; H510; M510; R310; R320; R510; 
R550; R610; R650; R710; R720; R730; R750; R850; T305; T310c; 
T310d; T310n; T310s; T300e; T610; T610s; T710; T710s; T750; T811; 
7781-CM; P300 and any substantially similar models. 

The NETGEAR products that infringe the ‘677 Patent include 
NETGEAR’s: EX6100; WAC510; RBR750; RBS750; BR500-100NAS; 
EAX20-100NAS; EAX80-100NAS; EX6100-100NAS; EX6150-100NAS; 

 
22 Complainant’s cited Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary also defines “initiate” 
as “set going,” but complainant appears to ignore this portion of its dictionary.   
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EX6250-100NAS; EX6400-100NAS;EX7000-100NAS; EX7300-
100NAS; EX7500-100NAS; EX8000-100NAS; LBR20-100NAS; MK62-
100CNS; MK63-100CNS; MS60-100NAS; R6220-100NAS; R6230-
100NAS; R6260-100NAS; R6350-100NAS; R6400-100NAS; R6700-
100NAS; R6850-100NAS; R6900-200NAS; R7000-100CNS; R7200-
100CNS; R7350-100NAS; R7400-100NAS; R7450-100NAS; R7800-
100NAS; R7850-100NAS; R7900P-100NAS;R7960P-100NAS; R8000-
100NAS; R9000-100NAS; RAX120-100NAS; RAX200-100CNS; 
RAX20-100NAS; RAX35-100NAS; RAX38-100NAS; RAX40-
100NAS;RAX45-100NAS; RAX50-100NAS; RAX75-100NAS; RAX80-
100NAS; RBK12-100NAS; RBK13-100NAS; RBK14-100NAS; 
RBK20W-100NAS; RBK22-100MXS;RBK23-100NAS; RBK43S-
100NAS; RBK44-100NAS; RBK50-100NAS; RBK53S-100NAS; 
RBK752-100NAS; RBK753-100NAS; RBK842-1CCNAS; RBK852-
100NAS; RBK853-100NAS; RBR20-100NAS; RBS10-100NAS; RBS20-
100NAS;RBS50-100NAS; RBS750-100NAS; RBS850-100NAS; 
RBW30-100NAS; SRC60-100NAS; SRK60-100NAS; SRR60-100NAS; 
WAC104-100NAS; WAC124-100NAS;WAC510-100NAS; WAC540-
100NAS; WAC564-100NAS; WAC720-100NAS;WAC730-100NAS; 
XR300-100NAS; XR500-100NAS; XRM570-100NAS; EAX11-100NAS; 
EAX12-100NAS; EAX14-100NAS; EAX15-100NAS; EAX18-
100NAS;EX2700-100PAS; EX2800-1AZNAS; EX3110-100NAS; 
EX3700-100NAS; EX5000-1AZNAS; EX6110-100NAS; EX6120-
100NAS; EX7700-100NAS; R6020-100NAS;R6080-100NAS; R6120-
100NAS; R6330-1AZNAS; R6700AX-1AZNAS; R7000P-100AUS; 
R8000P-1AZNAS; RAX10-100NAS; RAX30-100NAS; RAX42-
100NAS;RAX43-100NAS; RAX48-100NAS; RAX70-100NAS; RAX78-
100NAS; RAXE500-100NAS; RBK53-100NAS; RBK962-100NAS; 
RBK963-100NAS; RBS960-100NAS; SRK60B03-100NAS; SRK60B04-
100NAS; SRK60B05-100NAS; SRK60B06-100NAS; SRS60-100NAS; 
SXK30-100NAS; SXK30B3-100NAS; SXK30B4-100NAS;SXK80-
100NAS; SXK80B3-100NAS; SXK80B4-100NAS; SXR30-100NAS; 
SXS30-100NAS; SXS80-100NAS; WAC510B03-100NAS; WAC510PA-
100NAS;WAC540PA-100NAS; WAX202-100NAS; WAX204-100NAS; 
WAX206-100NAS; WAX214-100NAS; WAX214PA-100NAS; 
WAX218-100NAS; WAX218PA-100NAS;WAX610-100NAS; 
WAX610PA-100NAS; WAX610Y-100NAS; WAX620-
100NAS;WAX620PA-100NAS; WAX630-100NAS; WAX630PA-
100NAS; XR1000-100CNS and any substantially similar models. 

Compl. Br. at 7-9.   
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Respondents argue:  

HPE 

….Q3 alleges that the Aruba APs and controllers (7205, 7210, 7220, 7280, 
7240XM, 7005, 7008, 7010, 7024, 7030, 9004, and 9000) infringe the 
ʼ677 and ʼ305 Patents.  Id. at Q/As 291, 542.  

NETGEAR 

….Q3 alleges that the NETGEAR products that provide Wi-Fi 
connectivity (EX6100; WAC510; RBR750; RBS750; BR500-100NAS; 
EAX20-100NAS; EAX80-100NAS; EX6100-100NAS; EX6150-100NAS; 
EX6250-100NAS; EX6400-100NAS; EX7000-100NAS; EX7300-
100NAS; EX7500-100NAS; EX8000-100NAS; LBR20-100NAS; MK62-
100CNS; MK63-100CNS; MS60-100NAS; R6220-100NAS; R6230-
100NAS; R6260-100NAS; R6350-100NAS; R6400-100NAS; R6700-
100NAS; R6850-100NAS; R6900-200NAS; R7000-100CNS; R7200-
100CNS; R7350-100NAS; R7400-100NAS; R7450-100NAS; R7800-
100NAS; R7850-100NAS; R7900P-100NAS; R7960P-100NAS; R8000-
100NAS; R9000-100NAS; RAX120-100NAS; RAX200-100CNS; 
RAX20-100NAS; RAX35-100NAS; RAX38-100NAS; RAX40-100NAS; 
RAX45-100NAS; RAX50-100NAS; RAX75-100NAS; RAX80-100NAS; 
RBK12-100NAS; RBK13-100NAS; RBK14-100NAS; RBK20W-
100NAS; RBK22-100MXS; RBK23-100NAS; RBK43S-100NAS; 
RBK44-100NAS; RBK50-100NAS; RBK53S-100NAS; RBK752-
100NAS; RBK753-100NAS; RBK842-1CCNAS; RBK852-100NAS; 
RBK853-100NAS; RBR20-100NAS; RBS10-100NAS; RBS20-100NAS; 
RBS50-100NAS; RBS750-100NAS; RBS850-100NAS; RBW30-
100NAS; SRC60-100NAS; SRK60-100NAS; SRR60-100NAS; 
WAC104-100NAS; WAC124-100NAS; WAC510-100NAS; WAC540-
100NAS; WAC564-100NAS; WAC720-100NAS; WAC730-100NAS; 
XR300-100NAS; XR500-100NAS; XRM570-100NAS; EAX11-100NAS; 
EAX12-100NAS; EAX14-100NAS; EAX15-100NAS; EAX18-100NAS; 
EX2700-100PAS; EX2800-1AZNAS; EX3110-100NAS; EX3700-
100NAS; EX5000-1AZNAS; EX6110-100NAS; EX6120-100NAS; 
EX7700-100NAS; R6020-100NAS; R6080-100NAS; R6120-100NAS; 
R6330-1AZNAS; R6700AX-1AZNAS; R7000P-100AUS; R8000P-
1AZNAS; RAX10-100NAS; RAX30-100NAS; RAX42-100NAS; 
RAX43-100NAS; RAX48-100NAS; RAX70-100NAS; RAX78-100NAS; 
RAXE500-100NAS; RBK53-100NAS; RBK962-100NAS; RBK963-
100NAS; RBS960-100NAS; SRK60B03-100NAS; SRK60B04-100NAS; 
SRK60B05-100NAS; SRK60B06-100NAS; SRS60-100NAS; SXK30-
100NAS; SXK30B3-100NAS; SXK30B4-100NAS; SXK80-100NAS; 
SXK80B3-100NAS; SXK80B4-100NAS; SXR30-100NAS; SXS30-
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100NAS; SXS80-100NAS; WAC510B03-100NAS; WAC510PA-
100NAS; WAC540PA-100NAS; WAX202-100NAS; WAX204-100NAS; 
WAX206-100NAS; WAX214-100NAS; WAX214PA-100NAS; 
WAX218-100NAS; WAX218PA-100NAS; WAX610-100NAS; 
WAX610PA-100NAS; WAX610Y-100NAS; WAX620-100NAS; 
WAX620PA-100NAS; WAX630-100NAS; WAX630PA-100NAS; 
XR1000-100CNS) infringe the ʼ677 Patent.  Id. at Q/A 429…. 

COMMSCOPE 

….Q3 alleges the Ruckus APs infringe the ʼ677 Patent.  Id. at Q/A 391….   

Resps. Br. at Appendix A.   

Thus, the parties’ arguments show that for the ‘677 patent, (1) HPE accused 

products are Aruba APs23 and controllers (7205, 7210, 7220, 7280, 7240XM, 7005, 7008, 

7010, 7024, 7030, 9004, and 9000); (2) NETGEAR accused products are NETGEAR 

products that provide Wi-Fi connectivity;24 and (3) CommScope accused products are 

 
23 AP11, AP11D, AP12, AP15 AP17, AP22, AP-303, AP-303P, AP-304, AP-305, AP-
314, AP-315, AP-320, AP-324, AP-325, AP-334, AP-335, AP-344, AP-345, AP-504, 
AP-505, AP-514, AP-515, AP-534, AP-535, AP-555, AP-318, AP-518, AP-203H, AP-
303H, AP-505H, AP-365, AP-367, AP-374, AP-375, AP-377, AP-387, AP-565, AP-567, 
AP-574, AP-575, AP-577, AP-203R, AP-203RP, AP-303HR. 
24 (EX6100; WAC510; RBR750; RBS750; BR500-100NAS; EAX20-100NAS; EAX80-
100NAS; EX6100-100NAS; EX6150-100NAS; EX6250-100NAS; EX6400-100NAS; 
EX7000-100NAS; EX7300-100NAS; EX7500-100NAS; EX8000-100NAS; LBR20-
100NAS; MK62-100CNS; MK63-100CNS; MS60-100NAS; R6220-100NAS; R6230-
100NAS; R6260-100NAS; R6350-100NAS; R6400-100NAS; R6700-100NAS; R6850-
100NAS; R6900-200NAS; R7000-100CNS; R7200-100CNS; R7350-100NAS; R7400-
100NAS; R7450-100NAS; R7800-100NAS; R7850-100NAS; R7900P-100NAS; 
R7960P-100NAS; R8000-100NAS; R9000-100NAS; RAX120-100NAS; RAX200-
100CNS; RAX20-100NAS; RAX35-100NAS; RAX38-100NAS; RAX40-100NAS; 
RAX45-100NAS; RAX50-100NAS; RAX75-100NAS; RAX80-100NAS; RBK12-
100NAS; RBK13-100NAS; RBK14-100NAS; RBK20W-100NAS; RBK22-100MXS; 
RBK23-100NAS; RBK43S-100NAS; RBK44-100NAS; RBK50-100NAS; RBK53S-
100NAS; RBK752-100NAS; RBK753-100NAS; RBK842-1CCNAS; RBK852-100NAS; 
RBK853-100NAS; RBR20-100NAS; RBS10-100NAS; RBS20-100NAS; RBS50-
100NAS; RBS750-100NAS; RBS850-100NAS; RBW30-100NAS; SRC60-100NAS; 
SRK60-100NAS; SRR60-100NAS; WAC104-100NAS; WAC124-100NAS; WAC510-
100NAS; WAC540-100NAS; WAC564-100NAS; WAC720-100NAS; WAC730-
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Ruckus APs (C110; E510; H320; H510; M510; R310; R320; R510; R550; R610; R650; 

R710; R720; R730; R750; R850; T305; T310c; T310d; T310n; T310s; T300e; T610; 

T610s; T710; T710s; T750; T811; 7781-CM; P300).   

2. Direct Infringement 

For the reasons discussed below, the accused products do not infringe the ‘677 

patent.   

Asserted independent method claim 1 of the ‘677 patent reads as follows:  

1. A method for transmitting information in a 
communication system with at least two 
communicating devices, comprising:  

linking the at least two communicating devices for 
transmission of the information at least via a radio 
communication interface of a radio 
communication system having base stations 
interlinked via a base station network, said linking 
using channels arranged in hierarchical protocol 
layers;  

supplying channel-specific information, at least from 
one channel for a radio link between one of the 

 
100NAS; XR300-100NAS; XR500-100NAS; XRM570-100NAS; EAX11-100NAS; 
EAX12-100NAS; EAX14-100NAS; EAX15-100NAS; EAX18-100NAS; EX2700-
100PAS; EX2800-1AZNAS; EX3110-100NAS; EX3700-100NAS; EX5000-1AZNAS; 
EX6110-100NAS; EX6120-100NAS; EX7700-100NAS; R6020-100NAS; R6080-
100NAS; R6120-100NAS; R6330-1AZNAS; R6700AX-1AZNAS; R7000P-100AUS; 
R8000P-1AZNAS; RAX10-100NAS; RAX30-100NAS; RAX42-100NAS; RAX43-
100NAS; RAX48-100NAS; RAX70-100NAS; RAX78-100NAS; RAXE500-100NAS; 
RBK53-100NAS; RBK962-100NAS; RBK963-100NAS; RBS960-100NAS; SRK60B03-
100NAS; SRK60B04-100NAS; SRK60B05-100NAS; SRK60B06-100NAS; SRS60-
100NAS; SXK30-100NAS; SXK30B3-100NAS; SXK30B4-100NAS; SXK80-100NAS; 
SXK80B3-100NAS; SXK80B4-100NAS; SXR30-100NAS; SXS30-100NAS; SXS80-
100NAS; WAC510B03-100NAS; WAC510PA-100NAS; WAC540PA-100NAS; 
WAX202-100NAS; WAX204-100NAS; WAX206-100NAS; WAX214-100NAS; 
WAX214PA-100NAS; WAX218-100NAS; WAX218PA-100NAS; WAX610-100NAS; 
WAX610PA-100NAS; WAX610Y-100NAS; WAX620-100NAS; WAX620PA-
100NAS; WAX630-100NAS; WAX630PA-100NAS; XR1000-100CNS) 
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communicating devices and at least one base 
station, to a hierarchically higher Internet 
protocol based channel for an overall link 
between the at least two communicating devices; 
and  

initiating at least one of a changeover in respect of 
at least one multiple access medium and a 
handover based on the channel-specific 
information supplied from the channel for the 
radio link to the hierarchically higher Internet 
protocol based channel for the overall link. 

JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 5:50-6:2 (emphasis added).   

a. Claim 1: HPE Accused Products 

i. Overview: Instant, Unified, and Instant 
On APs 

Complainant’s infringement case is based on HPE’s patented Client Match 

technology.  However, not all accused products run Client Match, let alone the same 

version of Client Match.  Despite this, complainant (through Dr. Madisetti) only analyzed 

the Campus AP version and has not offered any infringement opinion on non-Campus AP 

versions, i.e., Instant, Unified, and Instant On APs.  See Madisetti Tr. 87.   

Dr. Madisetti does not analyze the Instant On APs.  Indeed, the undisputed 

evidence shows the Instant On APs .  See RX-1198C 

(Balay WS) at Q/A 57; RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 25-26.  The Instant APs, which run 

the , do not implement the key features of  that 

complainant relies on to support its infringement case.  See RX-1198C (Balay WS) at 

Q/A 79-82.    See 

RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 11.   

Rather than analyze  
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, complainant instead argues that a customer could  

.  However, the undisputed evidence 

confirms that  

.  See RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 28, 57.  Complainant offers no evidence that 

any U.S. customers  

.  Further, even assuming complainant had such evidence, that does not change 

the fact that (1) these products are imported with  (RX-

1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 11-14), and (2) certainly not all customers make such a 

.  See RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 11.   

ii. Client Match Overview 

Certain Aruba (HPE) APs provide a technology branded as Client Match, which 

 

.  See RX-1196C.0010 (Lin RWS).  Client Match aims to provide better 

connectivity to clients by  

  Id.  Dr. Lin and Mr. Overby provide a thorough 

overview of HPE’s Client Match technology, summarized below.  See RX-1196C (Lin 

RWS) at Q/A 22-23, 25-38; RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 87-94.  Complainant 

accuses three algorithms in Client Match: 

  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 28-31.   

The  implementation is described in detail below.  With respect to 

Campus APs and Client Match’s n, HPE’s Campus APs will 

  

See RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 88-89; CPX-0008C.3336 at ln. 2974, ln. 3299 (HPE 
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Produced Source Code Q3_HPE_CODE_0000001-5775); RX-0554C at lns. 2801, 2812-

2815, 2854; CPX-0008C.2788 at lns. 1234-1235.  The Campus AP also transmits the 

 to the HPE controller by using a version of Aruba’s  

  See CPX-0008C.3336 at ln. 2974.   

Once the controller receives the message from the AP, it  

.  See CPX-0008C.2864 

at lns. 2829, 2958, 2959, 3095, 3133-3135 (HPE Produced Source Code 

Q3_HPE_CODE_0000001-5775).  That application  

  During the next , the AP  

  See CPX-0008C.3336 at lns. 2974, 

3347; CPX-0008C.0312 at ln. 833.  The  function compares  

 with .  This  was not 

received via ; rather, it was .  See RX-

1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 69; RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 157.  If the  

, the  function calls another function 

to .  See CPX-

0008C.0312 at lns. 833, 911, 926; CPX-0008C.0312 at lns. 539, 544, 568, 569, 648.   

If Client Match is , the 

controller can  

.  See CPX-0008C.1428 at lns. 2144-2147, 2149-2157, 2180 (HPE Produced Source 

Code Q3_HPE_CODE_0000001-5775); CPX-0008C.1682 at lns. 224, 249-271, 387-391.  

Then, if the client is  compatible, the Campus AP  

  See RX-0600C at lns. 1758-1762, 2227, 2228; CPX-0008C.0512 at ln. 10950; 
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RX-0485C (Q3_HPE_0059339 at 385); RX-0486C (Q3_HPE_0059417 at 431); JX-

0065C (Q3_HPE_0017078 at 81).  The client can  

.  Ultimately, the handover is .  See 

RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 59-60.   

As noted above, Instant APs’ version of Client Match is  

.  For Instant APs, the  between devices, 

known as “ ,” uses .  See CPX-

0008C.4649 at lns. 4979, 4987, 4992, 4997, 4924, 4951, 4963, 4965 (HPE Produced 

Source Code Q3_HPE_CODE_0000001-5775).  The  in Instant APs is stored 

 and the Instant AP will  

  See, e.g., RX-0513C.0012 (  

); JX-0088C.0014 (  

) (“ .”).  

Instant APs .   

Instant-On APs .  See RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 

57.   

iii. Individual Limitations Not Found in the 
HPE Products 

Claim 1 [preamble]: “A method for transmitting information in a 
communication system with at least two communicating devices, 
comprising:” 

There are several issues with complainant’s theory of infringement for the 

preamble of claim 1 of the ‘677 patent.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 55-58.  First, 

complainant’s allegations require unaccused third-party devices to perform one or more 
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steps of the ‘677 patent’s asserted claim 1.  Those products are outside the notice of 

investigation, and the accused products themselves therefore cannot infringe.  Dr. 

Madisetti opines that “HPE’s corporate witnesses also supplied testimony supporting my 

position that the Aruba access points themselves perform the method of claim 1 without 

relying on the clients, i.e., the communicating devices.”  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) 

at Q/A 319.  This is wrong.  The cited testimony just states that Client Match runs on 

certain HPE accused products and not on third-party client devices.  That does not mean 

that those third-party client devices are not necessary to perform the claimed limitation.  

To the contrary, the third-party devices (“communicating devices”) are expressly recited 

in the claim.   

Second, complainant generally identifies three types of HPE access points in Dr. 

Madisetti’s witness statement, (“Controller Based,” “Instant AP” or “Unified AP”),25 but 

does not reconcile the differences between these products as it relates to the asserted 

claim limitations, most importantly because  

  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 40, 57-58; RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 55-

57.  For example, Dr. Madisetti overlooks the fact that  

 

  As Dr. Balay explains in her witness testimony,  

  See RX-1198C 

(Balay WS) at Q/A 80-82.  Dr. Madisetti overlooks the fact that  

  See RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 58.   
 

25 Instant On APs are absent from Dr. Madisetti’s analysis.   
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Claim 1[a]: “linking the at least two communicating devices for 
transmission of the information at least via a radio communication 
interface of a radio communication system having base stations 
interlinked via a base station network, said linking using channels 
arranged in hierarchical protocol layers;” 

Complainant’s arguments regarding the “linking…” step are both conclusory and 

not supported by evidence.  See JX-0102.0001 (Technology Brief- What is Aruba 

ClientMatch).  Complainant argues that the step of linking two communicating devices 

(e.g., a phone and laptop) for transmission of information is met by merely providing the 

connections via the interlinking of the base stations in a base station network.  In support, 

complainant relies on one high-level figure in an HPE manual showing a phone and a 

laptop individually connected to a network.  While the HPE products can be used to 

allow third-party devices to connect to a network, that does not necessarily mean there is 

any overall link between the identified phone and the laptop for “transmission of 

information.”  Dr. Madisetti has not shown an overall link between two third-party 

devices and, as Dr. Lin testified, the figure alone does not show infringement of this 

method claim limitation.  See JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at claim 1 (“CSI[26] is supplied for 

an overall link between the at least two communicating devices.”); Lin Tr. 571; RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 68-70.   

Claim 1[b]: “supplying channel-specific information, at least from one 
channel for a radio link between one of the communicating devices and 
at least one base station, to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol 
based channel for an overall link between the at least two 
communicating devices; and” 

The accused HPE products do not satisfy limitation 1[b].  Complainant focuses on 

Client Match and argues that the “channel-specific information” is  
 

26 “CSI” is “channel-specific information” or “channel specific information.”   
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  See CX-3846C (Madisetti 

WS) at Q/A 336-37; Madisetti Tr. 139.  However, even under the three distinct Client 

Match algorithms complainant identifies, HPE’s Client Match does not meet the step of 

“supplying channel-specific information.”   

First, Client Match does not supply channel-specific information “from one 

channel for a radio link” as the claim requires.  Instead, as complainant and its expert 

concede, Client Match supplies this channel-specific information  

  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 33; Madisetti Tr. 145.   

Second, Client Match is not supplying such information “to a hierarchically 

higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link between the at least two 

communicating devices.”  Instead, the CSI identified by Dr. Madisetti  

 

 

  Each portion of limitation 1[b] is discussed separately, below.   

“supplying channel-specific information, at least from one channel for a 
radio link between one of the communicating devices and at least one 
base station” 

Dr. Madisetti identifies  

 as the “channel-specific information” that originated on the Campus AP and 

was not supplied “at least from one channel for a radio link.”  See CX-3846C (Madisetti 

WS) at Q/A 337.  Inasmuch as this information originated on the Campus AP (and not a 

cellphone or laptop, for example) and is provided  

 the Campus APs cannot infringe this limitation requiring 
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value is never supplied over a channel for a radio link, as explained above.  See RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 90.   

Another type of CSI Dr. Madisetti identifies with respect to the  is 

“ ” 

See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 352, 356, 366.  Not only is this never supplied 

over a channel for a radio link (RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 90; RX-0935C at Q/A 88), 

but this purported CSI is not “from a radio link between one of the communicating 

devices and at least one base station,” as required by the claim.  The  

complainant points to (CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 352-353; RDX-0002C.0227) is 

for  (e.g., AP 2 or AP 3), and not the AP the client is linked 

to (AP 1), i.e., the claimed “radio link.”  See, e.g., RDX-0002C.0226 (Dr. Madisetti 

admits that pbss.signal is for the “potential AP association.”).  CSI for a destination AP is 

not “from a radio link between one of the communicating devices and at least one base 

station” because no “radio link” has been established with that proposed AP.  See RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 92-93; JX-0188C (Martin Dep. Tr.) at 167.   

Dr. Madisetti references the  function, claiming that it is 

 

 meaning it is used to  

  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 354, 355 

( ), 352; see 

also CX-3847C (Jones WS) at Q/A 99, 100, 98.  Dr. Madisetti’s identification of the 

 function does not meet the supplying limitation for several reasons.  

First, Dr. Madisetti does not provide any explanation as to how he believes that relates to 
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the claimed “supplying…” limitation.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 97.  Second, 

Dr. Madisetti’s analysis contradicts complainant’s invalidity expert, Dr. Martin, 

regarding a similar feature in the Matta prior art.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 94; 

see also id. at Q/A 97, 160.  The  is a  

, i.e., it is used to  

, and is used  

  As explained in detail below, Dr. Martin opines that, in the context of the 

Matta prior art, using channel-specific information as a “gatekeeper” to eliminate 

possible APs from consideration does not satisfy the claims.  See CX-3930C (Martin WS) 

at Q/A 50.   

 Example 

This Client Match functionality (running on the controller) performs  

 

 

.  Complainant argues that “CSI includes the  

” as another example.  See CX-

3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 339, 353-356; RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 65.  

However,  is not channel-specific information “from a radio link between 

one of the communicating devices and at least one base station,” and the  value is 

never supplied over a channel for a radio link (as explained above).  See CX-0485C (HPE 

Discovery Response); Lin Tr. 585-586.   

Further, as shown in Dr. Madisetti’s own demonstrative (CDX-1C.677.142 at 

CDX-0001C-677.0144), one accused CSI is the  
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  In his overview, Dr. Madisetti states that the  

 

  See 

CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 351. This information about a  does not 

meet the limitation.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 95-96.  The comments in the code 

refer to this as a  (CPX-0008C.0036 (HPE Produced Source Code 

Q3_HPE_CODE_0000001-5775) line 461; RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 96), denoting 

that .31  In other words, this 

purported CSI cannot be “from a radio link between one of the communicating devices 

and at least one base station.”   

Dr. Madisetti references the  function with respect to the 

, and his identification of this function does not meet the 

supplying limitation for the same reasons discussed above.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at 

Q/A 97; see also id. at Q/A 94, 160.   

 Example 

 is an algorithm used to  

  See RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 66.  Complainant 

argues that “CSI includes the ” and the  

 

”  See 

 
31 This is also true for Dr. Madisetti’s reliance on  for his 

.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 95-96. 
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CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 358.  However, the  actually has 

 and it is important to be clear about  

 The  referenced in Dr. Madisetti’s testimony about “  

” (CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 357) corresponds to the 

.  This  cannot infringe claim 

1 because it was (1) never supplied from a channel for a radio link because it is the 

 and (2) is not supplied over  to the alleged IP channel.  

See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 98.   

The second  that Dr. Madisetti references is allegedly 

.  vCX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 360.  Like all of the accused  

 discussed above, this also was not supplied from the claimed radio link, but rather 

.  Further, it is only used as an input to  

for .  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at 

Q/A 98.  As discussed below, Dr. Martin agrees that  

 falls outside the claims.  See CX-3930C (Martin WS) at Q/A 50; JX-

0188C (Martin Dep. Tr.) at 167.  Thus, this purported CSI is not used to  

 as Dr. Madisetti opines.   

“supplying…to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel 
for an overall link between the at least two communicating devices” 

The accused HPE products do not meet this portion of limitation 1[b].  

Complainant argues that CSI is supplied to a “hierarchically higher Internet protocol 

based channel for an overall link between the at least two communication devices” 

because some (but not all) of the CSI is sent between the controller and AP using a 
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least two communicating devices.”  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 344.  This 

reading goes against rules of grammar,34 intrinsic evidence, and what complainant’s 

invalidity expert Dr. Martin opines.   

First, the surrounding claim language refutes complainant’s proposed 

construction. Limitation 1(a) explains that “linking” of the “two communicating devices” 

occurs via “channels arranged in hierarchical protocol layers.”  This tells a person of 

ordinary skill that the “link” in “higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link 

between the at least two communicating devices” likewise refers to an actual link 

between the devices, and not merely a “purpose,” as Dr. Madisetti opines.  Further, in 

limitation 1(b), CSI is supplied to a “hierarchically higher Internet protocol channel for 

an overall link between the at least two communicating devices,” and in limitation 1(c) 

the “initiating” step is based on the CSI supplied “to the hierarchically higher Internet 

protocol based channel for the overall link.”  Thus, the higher Internet protocol based 

channel must be for an overall link (and not for a “purpose” of maintaining a good link 

via a handoff) as “the” overall link must exist before the handoff is initiated.  See RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 108.  

The specification shows that the higher IP channel is for an overall link between 

the communicating devices.  The Abstract states “This hierarchically higher channel is an 

Internet protocol-based channel for the overall link between the at least two 

 
34 The doctrine of the last antecedent is a long established rule of grammar which allows 
the “qualifying phrase to apply only to the immediately preceding antecedent.” Red River 
Holdings, LLC v. United States, 87 Fed. Cl. 768, 795 (2009); see also Barnhart v. 
Thomas, 540 U.S. 20, 21 (2003) (“rule of the last antecedent,” under which a limiting 
clause or phrase should be read to modify only the noun or phrase that it immediately 
follows.) 
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communicating devices.”  See JX-0001 (‘677 Patent).  The Summary of the Invention 

states that “[a]ccording to the invention,” the “hierarchically higher channel which is an 

Internet protocol based channel for the overall link between the two or more 

communication devices.”  Id. at 3:17-22.  Further the patent explains that the prior art 

shows “an Internet protocol based channel is used for the overall link” (id. at 2:65-3:2) 

and that the higher OSI layer is “an Internet protocol based channel for the overall link.”  

Id. at 5:7-10.  Each of these disclosures show that the proper reading of the claim is that 

“for an overall link” describes the hierarchically higher Internet protocol channel.   

 The file history supports this reading.  JX-0004 (‘677 Patent File History).  In an 

office action response dated 10/26/07, the patentee’s arguments highlighted the proper 

view of the Internet protocol channel being for the overall link.  As illustrated in RDX-

0002C.0234, the patentee criticized prior art because “any data exchanged on the overall 

link using the internet protocol is unaware of the physical channel conditions.”  See JX-

0004.0267 (‘677 Patent File History).  Moreover, as shown in RDX-0002C.0235, a final 

rejection dated 9/2/2008 shows the examiner agreed with the same construction when 

they stated: “in VoIP system a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel is 

used for an overall link between the at least two communicating devices).”  See JX-

0004.0279 (‘677 Patent File History).   

Complainant’s invalidity expert, Dr. Martin, agrees with respondents’ proposed 

construction.  Dr. Martin opines that having a hierarchically higher Internet protocol 

based channel for an overall link means a hierarchically higher channel used to link the 

communicating devices such that they can communicate with one another.  See JX-

0188C (Martin Dep. Tr.) at 64-65, 67.  He further explains that the importance of this is 
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to ensure there “is a logical link between the two devices, an overall link between them.” 

Id. at 109-110.   

As Dr. Lin testified, Dr. Madisetti’s cited intrinsic evidence does not support his 

proposed construction.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 112.  For example, Dr. 

Madisetti cites Figure 2 as purportedly describing the ‘677 patent’s claimed method, but 

Fig. 2 does not recite all the claim elements.  Id.  The rest of Dr. Madisetti’s citations are 

not persuasive.  Id.  Indeed, even if complainant’s reading of the claim was correct, the 

purpose of  in Campus APs is to  

  See RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 113, 123.  Therefore, the accused HPE products do not meet 

this limitation.   

Complainant’s Alternative Theory: Client Match Itself is  

Complainant argues that “[t]he ClientMatch software is  

 

”  See Compl. Br. at 53 (citing CX-

3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 361).  The implication is that supplying the identified CSI 

to the Client Match application within the HPE device itself is supplying to a 

hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel at layer 4 of the OSI networking 

stack.  This is wrong.  As an initial matter, complainant’s alternative theory does not 

solve its “overall link” problem as the supposed “channel”  

 is not part of an “overall link” between the two communicating devices 

(e.g., phone and laptop).  Further, complainant’s theory is factually incorrect because, as 

explained above,  
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  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 114-17.   

 

 

 

  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 118-19.   

Further, as Dr. Lin explains, an application can talk directly to layer 2 without 

going through a networking or transport layer.  See Lin Tr. 652.  There are many different 

applications that operate in user-space but that are not part the OSI networking stack.  

Examples are applications like Microsoft Word or Minesweeper.  Id.; RX-1196C (Lin 

RWS) at Q/A 119.  As Mr. Overby testified, just because an application is operating 

within a device does not mean it is part of the networking stack, and indeed the type of 

calls being used in this situation are all calling straight to the device driver software, 

bypassing the intermediate layers.  See RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 77 (citing Linux 

manual pages).  This was confirmed by Dr. Lin.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 122.  

Indeed, Dr. Madisetti cites no evidence to support his opinion that any user-space 

application is part of the OSI networking layers.   

Lastly, complainant argues that  

 allegedly means that 

information is supplied to at least layer 4 because  

  See Compl. Br. at 53-54 (citing CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 361).  

However, this intra-device communication is not related to the networking stack because 

sending measurement data between software on the same device is not supplying 

information to a hierarchically higher IP based channel for the overall link between two 
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See RDX-0002C.0231; CX-3587; RX-1198C (Balay WS) at Q/A 74-76.   

Second, the HPE accused products do not initiate a changeover or handover 

because  

  When Client Match  

 

  

See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 22-23, 30, 148, 153, 155, 170; RX-1198C (Balay WS) 

at Q/A 59-62; RX-1199C (Gielty WS) at Q/A 28-30; Gielty Tr. 322-323.  Thus, at the 

time a HPE accused AP sends ,  

 

  This is because  

  In fact, the 802.11v standard expressly states that the client must be able 

to reject any 802.11v request.36   

The Aruba documents produced in this case confirm that  

t (JX-0065C (“ ”), RX-

0485C (Q3_HPE_0059339 – 416) at 363 (“  

”); see RX-0485C (Q3_HPE_0059339 – 416) at 361 (“  

”); id. at 363 (“ t”); see also JX-

0065C (Q3_HPE_0017078 – 088 at 083), id. at 082; See RX-0486C (Q3_HPE_0059417 

– 462).  Complainant and its experts do not dispute these facts, and they did not analyze 

 
RWS) at Q/A 37, 124; RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 94.   
36 See RX-0289.001 (802.11v Standard), id. at .0034 (“5.2.12.3 BSS transition 
management.”)); id. at .207 (Fig. 10-6k (“STA roaming evaluation and decision”)); id. at 
.0153-0154; RDX-0002C.0237; see also Gielty Tr. 316, 316-317, 319-321. 
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any client device source code to confirm how they respond to a 802.11v request.  See 

Madisetti Tr. 191; JX-0186C (Jones Dep. Tr.) at 221-223.  Dr. Madisetti apparently 

agrees with this position because he acknowledges that a “user of the products” may 

initiate a handover, which supports the point that the client and/or a user must accept or 

deny any request.  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 369.  Thus, it is ,37 

  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 

153.   

Although Dr. Madisetti opines that “initiating” merely requires the start of 

something, and not completion (Madisetti Tr. 190-191), complainant’s invalidity expert, 

Dr. Martin, interprets “initiating” to require the handover be completed based on the 

supplied CSI.  Dr. Martin applies his interpretation to opine that the Takagi prior art does 

not disclose “initiating” a handover because it is “not inevitable,” JX-0188C (Martin Dep. 

Tr.) at 182-183, e.g., Takagi’s radio terminal can decide to move in a direction opposite 

the new AP, and the handoff may not complete.  Id. at 184-185.  Based on Dr. Martin’s 

analysis, the accused HPE products are not initiating a handover merely by  

 

 

.   

Complainant argues that the “  

, but complainant’s claim that 

 
37 None of the respondents in this investigation provide the claimed “communicating 
devices” (e.g., smartphone or laptop), nor has complainant alleged that they do.  As the 
alleged CSI is not sent to the client devices, they cannot be initiating a handover “based 
on” the supplied CSI. 
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  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 366.  Indeed, complainant’s other 

expert, Dr. Martin, agrees that using CSI to  

 would not meet the “initiating” limitation.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) 

at Q/A 160); CX-3930C (Martin WS) at Q/A 50; JX-0188C (Martin Dep. Tr.) at 167.   

Lastly, one of the identified  is only for  

 not the  of the “radio link” between the identified 

communicating device and the base station to which it is linked.  See RX-1196C (Lin 

RWS) at Q/A 159-161; see CX-3847C (Jones WS) at Q/A 99 (Dr. Jones agreeing that the 

AP  

t).  The claims require that the CSI be from 

one channel for a radio link between the one communicating device and the connected 

base station.  The proposed destination AP is not linked to the communicating device.  

Thus, there can be no initiating a changeover or handover “based on” supplying the 

identified  values because those values are not “supplied from the channel for the 

radio link.”   

 Example 

Complainant argues that “  initiates a handover (  

) based using ”  See Compl. Br. at 

58 (citing CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 370).  However, any steering is not based on 

channel-specific information at all, but rather is based on  

.  See RX-1196C 

(Lin RWS) at Q/A 162.  For example, as per the  function, the 
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See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 371; id. at Q/A 358; RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 

98, 99.   

b. Claim 1: NETGEAR Accused Products 

There are at least three distinct reasons why the accused NETGEAR products do 

not infringe the ‘677 patent.  First, the accused application used in NETGEAR’s 

products, , does not supply channel-specific information “to a 

hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link between the at 

least two communicating devices.”  Instead,  

 that is not part of the overall link between the 

at least two communicating devices.   

Unlike the ‘677 patent,  

  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 42-43.  Rather,  

 

  Id. at Q/A 43.  Between the client and the APs  

  Id.   

, on the other hand, uses  to create communications 

links between the AP nodes and  in the network, as further 

explained below. 

In general, complainant accuses the use of  to show 

how the accused devices supply information to a hierarchically higher internet protocol 

channel.  However, the source code related to  is not related 

to networking, and thus cannot meet the “hierarchically higher Internet protocol based 

channel” requirement for transmission of information.  See Overby Tr. 467.  
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Complainant’s sole evidence comes from , and complainant chose to forego 

any analysis of  documents, testimony, or code review.  See Madisetti Tr. 132.  

Further, at JX-0088C.2395 ( ), even 

the  shows that  

  Specifically, the guide states that 

 

  See JX-0088C.2432 ( ).  

 

  See RX-0346 

(IEEE 1905 Wikipedia Page).  Thus, complainant’s reliance on  shows that 

 are sent between APs, and the accused NETGEAR products are 

not “supplying channel-specific information…to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol 

based channel for an overall link between the at least two communicating devices.”   

Second, because  does not meet the “supplying” limitation, it also 

cannot meet the claimed “initiating” limitation at least because  never initiates 

a handover based on supplying CSI “to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based 

channel for an overall link between the at least two communicating devices.” 

Third, even if  met the “supplying” limitation (it does not), it does not 

perform the “initiating” limitation.  It is the client devices, such as laptops or 

smartphones, that decide whether to initiate a handover.  At most,  
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i.  Overview 

NETGEAR products support  technologies which 

provide  

  Dr. Lin, Mr. Overby, and Mr. Gielty provide a thorough 

overview of certain features of  within their witness statements 

which is summarized in the following paragraphs.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 41-

46; RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 74-86; RX-1199C (Gielty WS) at Q/A 10-30.   

ii. Individual Limitations Not Found in the 
NETGEAR Products 

As discussed below, there are issues with complainant’s identification of 

NETGEAR accused products.  Complainant’s allegations are limited to NETGEAR 

products using  that provide  compatibility.  Even though 

complainant introduces the idea of , complainant does not 

cite to or support the allegations with any source code or evidence about  

.  Madisetti Tr. 131.  Instead, complainant concludes after looking at one of 12 

chipsets that “  function in 

sufficiently similar fashion such that  products also infringe.”  See CX-

3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 454-55.  However, complainant does not show how 

 are either similar or differentiated through its analysis.  Thus, 

only the products including  that provide  functionality 

were analyzed.   
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Claim 1 [preamble]: “A method for transmitting information in a 
communication system with at least two communicating devices, 
comprising:” 

NETGEAR does not directly or indirectly infringe the method claim 1 as it relates 

to the “at least two communicating devices” portion of the claim.  As previously stated, 

the accused NETGEAR products only include relevant access points.  Complainant’s 

theories require third-party devices (e.g., phone and laptop) to perform one or more steps 

of the ‘677 patent’s asserted independent claim 1, a method claim.  Inasmuch as no single 

entity performs all the steps of claim 1 of the ‘677 patent, NETGEAR cannot infringe.   

Claim 1[a]: “linking the at least two communicating devices for 
transmission of the information at least via a radio communication 
interface of a radio communication system having base stations 
interlinked via a base station network, said linking using channels 
arranged in hierarchical protocol layers;” 

The accused NETGEAR products do not link two communicating devices, e.g., 

laptop, tablet, or mobile phone (or “meters” shown in demonstratives) for transmission of 

information.  See CDX-0001C.677.147; CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 469.  That the 

NETGEAR access points can be used to allow third-party devices to individually connect 

to a network does not mean that there is any overall link between the phone and the 

laptop “for transmission of the information.” In other words, complainant has not shown 

that there is any link between two communicating devices for the transmission of 

information. 

Complainant argues that the accused products infringe based on a  

 from Qualcomm.  See JX-0049C.0010 (  

).  However, the pages show , and do not 
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provide any evidence of the two communicating devices being linked across the base 

station network.  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 463-64.   

Complainant’s reliance on a third-party YouTube video in support of its 

allegations (CX-3859.0001), is improper and unpersuasive for several reasons.  See 

Compl. Br. at 88.  Complainant relies on its expert witness to explain in vague terms who 

and what is depicted in the video.  Complaint’s expert witness has no basis upon which to 

do so.  See id.  The video lacks any indicia of authentication.  It is unclear who is seen in 

the video.  Much of the audio is unclear.  The video does not even purport to list credits, 

or the names or identities of responsible persons or companies.  The individuals seen in 

the video were not identified or deposed.  No documentation supporting the video was 

offered.  See Hr’g Tr. 27, 613.  In addition to the questionable source and unreliability of 

the video, there is no correlation between a presentation of the animated PowerPoint 

demonstration and the accused NETGEAR products, no mention of how the functions 

described in the video would actually work in the accused NETGEAR products, and no 

mention of NETGEAR at all in the video by the speakers, and no explanation of who the 

speakers are or their qualifications.  No inference can be made about how NETGEAR 

products actually work.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 169-70.  Thus, the video does 

not provide any support of Dr. Madisetti’s opinions.  Id.   

Complainant’s argument that  implementations are 

the same is wrong for several reasons.  First, complainant states that NETGEAR’s fact 

witness, Mr. Steve Gielty, confirms the similarity of operation.  However, Mr. Gielty 

explicitly stated that the two implementations are both  

.  See JX-0173C (Gielty Dep. Tr.) at 127.  While both  
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, complainant has not provided any evidence that 

, nor has it stated that 

they do in each case.  Further,  is a NETGEAR marketing term related 

to certain NETGEAR  that  

 

  See CX-0478C, Interrogatory 87.  Also,  as described 

above with respect to any NETGEAR 

  Id.; RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 77.   

Finally, complainant states that “[d]ocumentation for  

 shows that it has functionality that meets the limitations of the asserted claims 

in the same way as the  discussed in this chart.”  See CX-3846C 

(Madisetti WS) at Q/A 474.  However, this  document describes  

  JX-0049C.0026 (  

); RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 22-23, 42, 63, 77.  As discussed 

above, NETGEAR’s  products use , not 

.   

Claim 1[b]: “supplying channel-specific information, at least from one 
channel for a radio link between one of the communicating devices and 
at least one base station, to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol 
based channel for an overall link between the at least two 
communicating devices; and” 

The NETGEAR accused products do not meet this limitation for several reasons.  

First and foremost, in the link between the APs and the AP acting as a controller, the 

communications are sent only as layer 2 communications.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at 

Q/A 125-26.  Communications between the AP and the client are also performed via 
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802.11 standard communication protocols, which is also performed on layer 2.  Id.  Thus, 

no information in the NETGEAR products is supplied to a “hierarchically higher Internet 

protocol.”   

Complainant’s citations to  source code functions only confirm that 

 is limited to layer 2 communications.  For example, each of the complainant 

arguments relies on  

 but they confirm  

 reliance on layer 2.42  The  determines which AP to 

recommend for steering “based on an 802.11k Beacon Report.”  See CX3846C (Madisetti 

WS) at Q/A 477.  Inasmuch as 802.11k is strictly a Layer 2 protocol a Beacon Report is 

not supplied to “a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel.”   

Further, there is no evidence that this function has information about a second 

communicating device (part of the overall link between two communicating devices), and 

.  Complainant cites to the 

 to state that  

 (2.4 vs 5 GHz network channels).  

However, that is the basic premise of any channel steering under this function in  

and does not indicate that any channel-specific information is supplied to “a 

hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel.”  Complainant’s reliance on the 

 is wrong for the same reasons.  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 

479.   

 
42 There is no evidence that Broadcom implements  

  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 467.   
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Qualcomm’s  explicitly confirms that  

relies on Layer 2 protocols.  Any information that is transferred between Wi-Fi nodes (  

) for the purpose of  

.  See JX-0088C.2395, .2432 (  

).  Inasmuch as  

 

.  Further, at JX-0088C ( ) at 

Q3_HPE_0129611 (page 2432), the guide states that IEEE standard 1905.1 defines a 

common interface including for wireless transmissions IEEE 802.11, which is also layer 

2.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 46, 130.   

With no support from the source code or  product literature to support 

its case, complainant argues that within the  

  

  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 480-81.  

This argument is wrong.  The cited code in line 1659 appears to show a  

 to the device driver layer.  

See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 133.  However, this socket was never “connected” or 

“bound” to an IP address, and complainant has not provided any code or evidence that 

would show otherwise.  Without evidence that the identified socket is ever associated 

with an IP address, you cannot send or receive any IP-related traffic over the network, 

and thus cannot send information to layer 4 or higher.  Although socket is in the user 

space, it does not interface with the networking stack in the OSI model or lower layers.  

See RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 77-86.   
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Moreover, even if the socket were considered a means to supply channel-specific 

information to Layer 4 or higher, this would still not satisfy the claim because the socket 

is not “a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link between 

the at least two communicating devices.”  The identified socket is an internal 

communication within the NETGEAR access point and does not form “an overall link” 

between two communication devices.  Similar to the HPE sockets, the communicating 

devices identified by complainant have no awareness of, or access to, this socket.  See 

RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 102-03.   

Complainant’s reliance on the third-party YouTube video is of no avail.  Indeed, 

complainant does not address portions of the video describing information exchange “in 

the MAC layer,” (layer 2) and not in “a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based 

channel.”  Complainant’s reliance on a supposed engineer’s general statement that “it is 

done at the application layer as well as driver, so you know throughout” is misplaced as 

well because this statement does not explain what is done at various layers, nor does it 

explain which layers are used.   

Claim 1[c]: “initiating at least one of a changeover in respect of at least 
one multiple access medium and a handover based on the channel-
specific information supplied from the channel for the radio link to the 
hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel for the overall 
link.”   

The NETGEAR accused products do not meet the “initiating” limitation as 

complainant argues.  First, there can be no initiating a changeover or a handover because, 

as explained above, the NETGEAR products do not supply the identified channel-specific 

information to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link 

between two communicating devices.   
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Complainant argues that “‘  Network triggers clients roaming between 

APs’, meaning that the NETGEAR products initiate a handover.”  See Compl. Br. at 95 

(citing CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 484).  Even if this were true, complainant has 

not shown that any  “trigger” is “based on” channel-specific information 

being “supplied from the channel for the radio link to the hierarchically higher Internet 

protocol based channel for the overall link.”  Indeed, the  documentation 

states that roaming is   

.  See JX-0049C.0009 (  

).  Even the  mentioned in the documentation 

is  

.  

See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 167-68.   

 Complainant argues that the  documentation shows “initiating” 

“based on the channel-specific information supplied…to the hierarchically higher 

Internet protocol based channel for the overall link” because  purportedly 

provides “ .”  See Compl. Br. at 96 (citing CX-3846C 

(Madisetti WS) at Q/A 484); RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 167-68.  However, “ -

” means that certain content, such as streaming 4K video or 

web browsing, “gets the appropriate bandwidth.”  Id.  This is not related to initiating 

handovers or changeovers, and does not show that CSI is supplied to a higher IP based 

channel for the overall link between two communicating devices.   

Second, complainant’s reliance on the supposed  YouTube video (it is 

not clear who took the video) for this limitation is unpersuasive.  Id. at Q/A 169-70.  For 
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example, complainant cites to one engineer’s purported statement that “they will send a 

request to steer it to the other access point, but the devices can refuse to move.”  Id.  This 

excerpt actually supports NETGEAR’s position that “steering” is not the same as 

“initiating” as explained above.  Id.  This confirms the end-user device (not the accused 

products) decides whether to initiate a handover and connect to a different access point. 

Third, like the HPE products discussed above, the NETGEAR accused products 

do not initiate a handover because the client/communication device always decides 

whether to initiate a handover.  See RX-1199C (Gielty WS) at Q/A 30.  For example, 

even when , such as 

moving to a new AP, it is always the client that decides whether to follow the 

recommendation.  See Gielty Tr. 322-323.  Complainant does not dispute this fact.  In the 

case of 802.11v, a transition management frame allows “an AP to request” a client device 

to transition to a specific AP, but the client device does not have to honor that request.  

See, e.g., RX-0289.0034, .0207; see also discussion of HPE products and limitation 1[b], 

above.  Ultimately, it is up to the client to decide whether to initiate a handoff, and 

complainant does not show that a client device does so based on the claimed channel-

specific information supplied to the claimed higher Internet protocol based channel.43  

Finally, complainant’s citations to NETGEAR corporate deposition testimony have not 

shown that the NETGEAR products practice the initiating limitation.   

c. Claim 1: CommScope Accused Products 

 
43 See RX-0289.001 (802.11v Standard), id. at .0034 (“5.2.12.3 BSS transition 
management.”)); id. at .207 (Fig. 10-6k (“STA roaming evaluation and decision”)); id. At 
.0153-0154; RDX-0002C.0237; see also Gielty Tr. 316-317, 319-321.  
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There are at least three distinct reasons why the accused CommScope products do 

not infringe the ‘677 patent.  First, complainant does not identify any third-party client 

devices required to infringe for this respondent, such as a smartphone or laptop, to satisfy 

the claimed “communicating device” limitation.  Instead, complainant argues that certain 

Mesh APs that are part of a Smart Mesh WiFi base station network are the claimed 

“communicating devices.”  However, the Mesh APs are base stations, not communicating 

devices, which is the only technically correct reading, because the Mesh APs (base 

stations) are not “communicating devices” in the ‘677 patent which, for example, 

separately claims “communicating devices” and a “radio communication system having 

base stations interlinked via a base station network.”  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 

50-51; RDX-0002C.247.  Rather, the Ruckus APs form the network’s backbone.  See 

RX-0956 (Overview of Smart Mesh Networking); RDX-0002C.0246; RDX-0002C.0248.   

Second, Smart Mesh is not supplying channel-specific information “to a 

hierarchically higher Internet protocol based channel for an overall link between the at 

least two communicating devices.”  Instead, the CSI identified by Dr. Madisetti is only 

ever sent within a Mesh AP’s operating system via  that is not part of 

the overall link between the at least two communicating devices.  The accused APs seek 

out ways to  and the  collects 

information   

Id.; RX-1201C (Jou WS) at Q/A 10-22.   that does not have 

any bearing on the “overall link” between the APs, but is an internal communication 

system for use between the APs as opposed to over a network.  See RX-1196C (Lin 

RWS) at Q/A 113.   
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Further, Smart Mesh communications between APs takes place at .   

 

.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 52-54.   

  Id.   

Third, inasmuch as Smart Mesh does not meet the “supplying” limitation, it 

cannot meet the claimed “initiating” limitation at least because Smart Mesh never 

initiates a handover based on supplying CSI “to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol 

based channel for an overall link between the at least two communicating devices,” as 

discussed below.   

i. CommScope’s Smart Mesh Overview 

CommScope’s Smart Mesh is  

.  Dr. Lin, Mr. Overby, and Dr. Jou 

provide a thorough overview of certain features of CommScope’s Smart Mesh within 

their witness statements which is summarized in the following paragraphs.  See RX-

1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 50-53; RX-0935C (Overby WS) at Q/A 74-86; RX-1201C (Jou 

WS) at Q/A 10-14.   

ii. Individual Limitations Not Found in the 
CommScope Products 

Complainant’s allegations are directed to CommScope’s Smart Mesh feature.  See 

Compl. Br. at 63 (citing CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 391-92); RX-1196C (Lin 

RWS) at Q/A 64-65.  However, certain accused products, like the R310 series AP 

products do not support Smart Mesh functionality.  Id.   
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Although complainant argues that “  Access Points, alone or with 

controllers, perform a method (or allow a user to perform a method) for transmitting 

information in a communication system with at least two communicating devices” where 

the “communicating devices are shown as Mesh APs,” complainant has not shown the 

accused products (or a user of the accused products) are transmitting information in a 

communication system with at least two communicating devices.   

Claim 1 [preamble]: “A method for transmitting information in a 
communication system with at least two communicating devices, 
comprising:” 

Complainant argues that “  Access Points perform a method (or allow a user 

to perform a method) for transmitting information in a communication system with at 

least two communicating devices” where the “communicating devices are shown as Mesh 

APs,”  however, this makes the accused CommScope products both the claimed “base 

stations” and the claimed “communicating devices” in the mesh network.  See CX-

0221.0324 (Unleashed 200.9 User Guide ).  However, the terms of the claim should have 

different meanings and the accused APs cannot satisfy both terms of the claim or else the 

terms would be rendered superfluous.44  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 80-81.   

Claim 1[a]: “linking the at least two communicating devices for 
transmission of the information at least via a radio communication 
interface of a radio communication system having base stations 
interlinked via a base station network, said linking using channels 
arranged in hierarchical protocol layers;” 

Complainant argues that the linking of at least two communicating devices (e.g., 

the mesh access points) is “done via the radio communication interface (e.g., the Wi-Fi 
 

44Merck & Co. v. Teva Pharms. USA, Inc., 395 F.3d 1364, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“A 
claim construction that gives meaning to all the terms of the claim is preferred over one 
that does not do so.”).   
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interface) of a radio communications system having base stations (e.g., the root access 

points) interlinked via a base-station network (e.g., the network interlinking the access 

points).”  See Compl. Br. at 65 (citing CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 410-11); RX-

1196C (Lin WS) Q/A 79-80.  CommScope’s Mesh APs are not “communicating devices” 

as the ‘677 patent claims clearly distinguish between “communicating devices” and “base 

stations interlinked via a base station network.”  The accused Mesh APs are “base 

stations interlinked via a base station network” and are not the “communicating devices,” 

such as mobile phones or laptops connecting to base stations as envisioned by the ‘677 

patent.  See, e.g., JX-0001 (‘677 Patent) at 5:17-31, Fig. 1.  In fact, complainant does not 

dispute that the APs are base stations in a “base station network.”  See RDX-0002C.0251.  

At least under complainant’s arguments, the claimed “base station network” comprises 

both Root APs and Mesh APs, and thus, both Root APs and Mesh APs are base stations 

and not the “communicating devices.”   

Complainant does not provide any evidence to show that the APs perform the 

steps of “linking.”  See CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 410-11.  Complainant does not 

identify or provide any evidence that shows which Mesh APs it considers to be linked, as 

required by the claim.   

Claim 1[b]: “supplying channel-specific information, at least from one 
channel for a radio link between one of the communicating devices and 
at least one base station, to a hierarchically higher Internet protocol 
based channel for an overall link between the at least two 
communicating devices; and” 

The CommScope accused products do not meet the “supplying” limitation  for 

several reasons.  See RX-1196C (Lin RWS) at Q/A 139-40.  First, as explained above, 

complainant has not provided any evidence that shows the accused products perform 
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limitation 1[a] (“linking”).  Id. at Q/A 140-141.  For this reason alone, the accused 

products do not infringe limitation 1[b].   

Second, complainant’s allegations regarding its identification of “communicating 

devices” are inconsistent and improper.  Id. at Q/A 142-43.  For example, complainant 

argues that “information is supplied for an overall link between the at least two 

communicating devices, e.g., the information relating to the connection between base 

station E and communicating device A is supplied for the connection between 

communicating device B and communicating device A” and “[t]hat information can be 

used for communicating device B to connect to communicating device C instead.”  See 

CX-3846C (Madisetti WS) at Q/A 416-17.  In the prior limitation 1[a], complainant 

identified the “two communicating devices” generally as “the mesh access points” 

without identifying any specific mesh access points that meet the claim limitation.  Now, 

with respect to the “supplying” limitation 1[b], complainant identifies three 

communicating devices (A, B, and C) (i.e., three mesh access points) without specifying 

which ones are the claimed “two communicating devices.”  However, regardless of the 

defined “two communicating devices” all are base stations in its annotated figure CX-

0221.0324 (Unleashed 200.9 User Guide ), thus the accused products cannot infringe at 

least because the APs are all the same, and are not “supplying channel-specific 

information, at least from one channel for a radio link between one of the communicating 

devices [e.g., communicating device A, B, or C] and at least one base station [e.g., Root 

APs].”  Complainant has not provided any evidence, nor can it, that shows a “channel for 

a radio link between one of the communicating devices [e.g., communicating device B] 

and at least one base station [e.g., Root AP].”  See RDX-0002C.0247-250.   
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